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Abstract: At present, the installed capacity of photovoltaic-battery energy storage systems (PV-BESs)
is rapidly increasing. In the traditional control method, the PV-BES needs to switch the control mode
between off-grid and grid-connected states. Thus, the traditional control mode reduces the reliability
of the system. In addition, if the system is accidentally disconnected from the grid or the energy
storage battery fails to work normally, the DC voltage of the inverter increases or decreases rapidly.
To address these two problems, in this paper, a united control strategy is proposed. In the case of grid
connection, based on the voltage-frequency controlled VSG strategy, the strategy adjusts the output
power of the VSG by changing the position of the primary frequency modulation curve. This method
can ensure that, after the system is connected to the grid, excess PV power can be sent to the grid, or
power can be absorbed from the grid to charge energy storage. In the off-grid state, the strategy uses
FPPT technology and superimposes a voltage component onto the voltage loop to quickly balance
the DC power and AC power of the inverter. This strategy can improve the reliability of the system’s
power supply if the energy storage fails to work normally. Finally, a PV-BES model was built using
MATLAB-Simulink, and the simulation results proved the effectiveness of the proposed strategy.

Keywords: distributed generation; virtual synchronous generator; energy storage system (ESS); PV
power plant (PVPP); mode switchover

1. Introduction

As a form of renewable energy, photovoltaic (PV) power is developing rapidly. In
2019, the global newly installed PV capacity was 115 GW, and the total installed PV
capacity reached 627 GW [1]. For the full year, solar PV accounted for around 10.7% of
total generation in Honduras and substantial shares also in Italy (8.6%), Greece (8.3%),
Germany (8.2%), Chile (8.1%), Australia (7.8%), and Japan (7.4%), among others. Enough
capacity was in operation worldwide by year’s end to produce around 2.8% of global
electricity generation and 24.6% of new energy electricity generation [1]. PV has the two
characteristics of volatility and randomness, which determine the output characteristics
of PVPP. The uncertainty of PV power makes it difficult to ensure the reliability of load
power supply when it is off-grid [2–5]. Therefore, a PV power plant (PVPP) is often used
in conjunction with an energy storage system (ESS) in practice, which together are called a
photovoltaic-battery energy storage system (PV-BES) [3,4,6,7]. Although the system can
work completely off-grid in most cases, the system requires a connection to the grid, either
to send the power generated by PV into the grid, or to absorb energy from the grid to
charge the energy storage battery. According to whether it is connected to the power grid,
the operating state of the system can be divided into two operating modes: (1) off-grid
operation mode and (2) grid-connected operation mode [5,8]. At present, the strategy
for connecting PV to the grid requires the capability of switching modes to achieve the
functions of off-grid or grid-connected. When the PVPP is off-grid, it works in voltage
source mode [8], and switches to the current source control mode when the PVPP is
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connected to the grid. The advantage of this method is that the control structure is simple.
Following connection to the grid, the inner loop controls the inductor’s current and the
outer loop controls the DC voltage, and can thus send all of the PV power into the grid [8,9].
However, the disadvantage of this method is that the control strategy needs to change
to switch the control mode between off-grid and grid-connected. Although strategies
proposed in previous papers aim to make the process of mode switching as smooth as
possible, the power supply of the load is not affected during the switching period [7,9–12].
However, when the system encounters unexpected off-grid situations, such as grid failure,
the local load experiences short-term power failure [8].

Because clean energy still needs to be connected to the synchronous power grid for a
long period, virtual synchronous generator (VSG) technology has emerged [13,14]. VSG
technology controls the inverter according to the swing equation, providing the inverter
with the characteristics of a partial synchronous generator [13,14]. Thus, the VSG strategy
technology can suppress frequency and power fluctuations in the microgrid. At present,
there are two control methods for renewable energy-based microgrids. One is to use
microgrid central controllers (MGCCs) to control distributed generation (DG). In [15], a
hierarchical control structure was proposed for a renewable energy-based microgrid, which
can regulate the operation of an islanded AC microgrid experiencing communication link
failures. The MGCC can realize precise control of each DG. However, this method is
subject to the communication problem of each inverter and the high cost is not conducive
to large-scale application [16]. The other control method is VSG technology. VSG can be
applied in microgrids without a central controller, and each VSG runs independently [17].
The DG controlled by a VSG has the same operating mechanism as the synchronous
generator, and can independently participate in the operation and management of the
power grid [16–18]. In addition, if the power grid is abnormal or faulty, the VSG can
provide inertia and damping for the power grid [19–23]. The voltage-frequency controlled
VSG has the droop characteristics of active power-frequency and reactive power-voltage,
which is convenient for multi-generator parallel connection and the connection to the
grid [16,17,22,23]. At present, numerous scholars have discussed and improved the VSG
technology [16–23]. Initially, no damping unit was added to the VSG strategy [13,14].
Subsequently, studies have added a damping unit to the VSG through different methods
to provide effective damping [19,20]. Moreover, research has proposed different adaptive
virtual impedance control strategies to address the problem of VSG grid connection [16,17].
An adaptive strategy was proposed to improve the steady-state droop to suppress the
frequency and power oscillations of the VSG [21]. VSG technology has been used to
enable new energy to participate in grid frequency regulation, and to optimize the droop
parameters of VSG [22]. Previous research has also provided a calculation method for
the droop coefficient and virtual impedance [23]. In addition, an important advantage of
VSG technology is that it can make the inverter run in multi-operating modes, such as
grid-connected mode, islanded single-distributed generator (ISDG) mode, and islanded
multi-distributed generator (IMDG) mode [24,25]. VSG technology can ensure that the
inverter is a voltage source in different operating modes, and can avoid switching between
different control modes [24–27].

It is a challenge for the existing VSG strategy to meet the needs of PV-BES multiple
working modes. To address this issue, in this study, a secondary frequency adjustment
method was added to the voltage-frequency controlled VSG to meet the needs of PV-BES
grid-connected working mode. Moreover, a new off-grid control strategy for PV-BES was
proposed, which can solve the problem of abnormal DC voltage when the energy storage
system is unable to work normally, thus improving the stability of the system.

2. The Control Strategy of Voltage-Frequency Controlled VSG

Figure 1 shows the classic small-scale PV-battery energy storage system. The system
has two operating conditions—off-grid operation and grid-connected operation—as fol-
lows: (1) Off-grid operation: In this operation condition, all of the energy required by the
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local load is provided by PV and energy storage. At this time, the control strategy adopted
by the energy storage system (ESS) should use constant DC voltage control to ensure that
the DC voltage of the inverter is stable at the rated value. According to the SOC state of
energy storage, PV can work in MPPT mode or FPPT mode [28–32]. (2) Grid-connected op-
eration: In this operation condition, the system is connected to the power grid. The energy
stored power is controlled by the energy management system (EMS), and PV worked in
MPPT mode. When the system has excess or insufficient power, it can transmit or absorb
power from the grid, respectively.

Figure 1. The structure and control strategy of the PV-BES (photovoltaic-battery energy storage system).

The traditional control strategy of PV-BES adopts the VF control strategy in the off-
grid operation condition and the current control strategy in the grid-connected operation
condition, and thus needs to switch between the off-grid and grid-connected strategies. If
the system adopts the VF source strategy in both off-grid and grid-connected situations,
the switching time required by traditional strategies can be reduced, which can greatly
improve the reliability of the system power supply.

The control structure of the voltage-frequency controlled VSG is shown in Figure 1.
When the system operates in the off-grid condition, the voltage and frequency of the
microgrid can be stabilized at the rated voltage and within the rated frequency range by
adopting this control strategy. In the figure, D is the damping coefficient of VSG; J is the
inertia coefficient of VSG; kf and ku are the droop coefficients of frequency-active power and
voltage-reactive power, respectively; and ∆ωsyn is the pre-synchronous component. This
component is non-zero only during pre-synchronization, and is zero when the system is
connected to the grid or in island operation. The f-P droop control uses ω′VSG as frequency
feedback. Compared with using ωVSG as frequency feedback, the advantage of this method
is that it can avoid the influence of the ∆ωsyn component in the pre-synchronization
process. PN and QN are the active and reactive power, respectively, of the rated local load
in the system.

The droop characteristic curve of the VF source in this study is shown in Figure 2. In
Figure 2, f N is the rated frequency and UN is the rated voltage. When the system is in the
off-grid condition, the power supply quality of the system must meet the requirements of
the power quality standard. According to Figure 2, f max and f min, respectively, correspond
to the two situations in which the local active load is 0 and the maximum. Similarly, Umin
and Umax in Figure 2 correspond to the maximum and minimum local reactive power loads,
respectively. The parameters selected in this paper are such that the frequency deviation
is within the range of f N ± 0.5 Hz, and the AC voltage is within the range of UN ± 7%.
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Therefore, f 0 and U0 in Figure 1 can be given as in Equation (1), and the two corresponding
droop coefficients kf, ku can be given as in Equation (2).{

f0 = fN − 0.5
U0 = UN − 7%UN

(1)

{
k f = 2× 0.5

PN

ku = 2× 7%UN
QN

(2)

Figure 2. Voltage-frequency controlled VSG (virtual synchronous generator) droop characteristic
curve. (a) f-P droop curve. (b) U-Q droop curve.

3. The Strategy of Grid-Connected Condition

In the grid-connected condition, the energy storage drops out of the control strategy
of the constant DC bus voltage. The ESS controls the SOC level of energy storage based
on EMS. When the SOC reaches a specified level, the storage is taken out of operation
to reduce losses. When the system is in the grid-connected condition, the main purpose
of the system is to send the excess electrical energy generated by PV into the grid, or to
obtain energy from the power grid to meet the local load when the PV power is insufficient.
Therefore, for different control purposes, the strategy can be divided into two control
strategies: the active power control strategy and the reactive power control strategy.

3.1. Active Power Control Strategy

After connecting to the grid, the system must change its output power to the grid.
According to the f-P droop characteristic curve, the output power of the system to the grid
can be changed by adjusting the position of the primary frequency regulation curve. As
shown in Figure 3, point A is the grid connection point, and the system can be connected
to the power grid without impact at this point. After connection to the grid, there is still
no active power flow between the system and the grid. The transmission of power to the
grid can be added via ∆f on f 0, and the primary frequency regulation curve of the VSG is
equivalent to moving upward by ∆f. In this manner, the intersection points of the VSG’s
primary frequency regulation curve and the grid frequency f g (i.e., the operating point
of the system) changes from point A to point B. When the system operates at point B, it
transmits more active power, equal to ∆P, to the power grid than at point A, and its power
value is ∆P = kf × ∆f.
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Figure 3. Frequency secondary adjustment is used to change the output power.

When all PV power is output to the grid, the frequency deviation ∆f superimposed
on f 0 should be as in Equation (3).

∆ f = kdc, f (udc − udc,N) (3)

where kdc,f is the proportionality coefficient for secondary frequency adjustment and is
the rated inverter’s DC voltage. To ensure that the control strategy does not need to be
switched when the system is connected to the grid and off the grid, a dead zone was
added to the voltage deviation in Equation (3). This is shown in Equation (4), where Udz
is the voltage dead zone, and the value in this study was 20 V. When the system is in the
off-grid operation condition, the energy storage works in constant voltage mode, and the
system voltage is constant at the rated voltage. According to Equation (4), the secondary
adjustment of frequency has no effect at this time. Only when the energy storage exits
the constant voltage mode after grid connection does the DC voltage deviation exceed the
dead zone range, and the secondary frequency adjustment then takes effect.

∆ f =


0 ,

∣∣udc − udc,N
∣∣ < udz

kdc, f (udc − udc,N − udz) , udc − udc,N ≥ udz
kdc, f (udc − udc,N + udz) , udc − udc,N ≤ −udz

(4)

The VSG output power can be adjusted according to Equation (4). This control
method provides regulation with steady-state error. Under the control of this strategy, the
DC voltage is at different levels when the power changes. Therefore, the value of kdc,f must
ensure that the DC voltage cannot exceed the maximum value (udc,max) that the hardware
can withstand, as shown in Equation (5).

kdc, f ≥
Pmax − 0.5PN

k f (udc,max − udc,N − udz)
(5)

where Pmax is the maximum output power of PV and ESS, and kf is the droop coefficient of
VSG. The result calculated by Equation (5) is the minimum value of kdc,f.

3.2. Reactive Power Control Strategy

From the perspective of grid loss, the grid prefers to reduce the unnecessary flow of
reactive power in the grid. Therefore, after the system is connected to the grid, the strategy
should ensure that the reactive power between the system and the grid is zero. The reactive
power control objectives after the system is connected to the grid are given in Equation (6).

Qg = ku(U0 −UVSG) (6)
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where Qg is the reactive power exchanged between the system and the power grid. At the
same time, the output power of the inverter must be within its rated capacity. Therefore,
the value of QVSG must be less than Qlimit, and its calculation is given in Equation (7).

Qlimit =
√

S2 − P2
VSG (7)

4. The Strategy of the Off-Grid Condition

Scenarios in which the system disconnects from the grid can generally be divided
into two conditions. This first is normal off-grid or planned off-grid. In this condition,
the system first starts the energy storage device and operates it in constant DC voltage
mode, and then disconnects it from the grid. The other condition is unplanned off-grid.
In this condition, the grid is often faulty, and the system is cut off from the grid after the
anti-islanding protection is triggered [5,7]. Under this condition, the energy storage device
may not have time to start. This leads to an imbalance between the DC and AC power of
the inverter, which causes the DC voltage to increase or decrease rapidly. In addition, when
the system is running off the grid, there may be over-discharge or overcharge of the energy
storage battery. When the ESS cannot maintain a constant DC voltage, load fluctuations
cause the DC voltage to become too high or too low.

To address this problem, an improved control strategy was proposed to correct the
power imbalance when the system is off-grid. This problem can be studied under two
conditions: sufficient light and insufficient light. These correspond to the conditions in
which the PV power is greater than the load power and the PV power is less than the load
power, respectively.

4.1. Sufficient Irradiance Condition

Under this condition, the PV power (Ppv) is greater than the load power, and the
system faces the risk of excessive DC voltage. Because there is no power shortage in the
system under this working condition, the stability of the DC voltage can be ensured only
by using the control strategy. According to the PV P-V characteristic curve, the PV power
can be changed by changing the PV voltage. PV has two operating areas, namely, on
the left and right sides of the maximum power point (MPP) [28]. When the VSG power
increases, the PV voltage (Upv) decreases. However, the PV curve’s dPpv/dUpv value on
the left side of the MPP is greater than 0, and a drop in the PV voltage also causes the PV
power to decrease. In this manner, a positive feedback is formed between the PV power
and the PV voltage. The system must have a device (energy storage or inverter) that uses
a constant DC voltage strategy to enable PV to operate on the left side of the MPP. The
dPpv/dUpv on the curve to the right of MPP is less than 0 [28–30]. Therefore, when PV
operates on the right-hand side of MPP, the system is stable regardless of whether there is a
device working in constant DC voltage mode. Because energy storage cannot guarantee DC
voltage stability under this condition, PV can only be selected to operate on the right-hand
side of MPP.

According to the current theory, three control strategies are listed and compared in
this paper. The principle of the three control strategies is shown in Figure 4.

Strategy 1: The PI controller is used to directly change the duty cycle D of the boost
circuit according to the deviation of the DC voltage. This method changes the photovoltaic
voltage by changing D. The advantage is that the control structure is simple and the control
target is clear. However, due to the existence of the DC bus capacitance, the dynamic
response of this strategy is slow. In addition, when the unbalanced power between the
PV and the load is too large, the PV voltage will be close to the open circuit voltage of the
PV panel. The dPpv/dUpv near the open circuit voltage of the PV panel is too large, which
affects the stability of the system [29].
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Figure 4. Three different strategies to stabilize the inverter DC voltage by changing PV power. (a) Control strategy 1.
(b) Control strategy 2. (c) Control strategy 3.

Strategy 2: This strategy is based on the flexible power point tracking (FPPT) strategy.
The basis of the strategy is to add the judgment of the DC voltage to the basis of the MPPT
strategy [30] by increasing the PV voltage when the DC voltage is higher than the reference
DC voltage. The MPPT strategy is executed when the DC voltage is lower than the reference
DC voltage. According to the current operating point, the ∆Ppv/∆upv information is used
to choose to increase or decrease the PV voltage. The judgment condition for the voltage
adjustment of Strategy 2 is shown in Equation (8), where k1 and k2 are the weighting factors
of voltage deviation and power deterioration. In Equation (8), Ppv is the PV power and
PVSG is the output power of VSG. In addition, Equation (8) is also a variable step-size
equation of the strategy, and changing the tracking step-size according to its value can
achieve a better tracking effect [33]. Compared with Strategy 1, this method also adds
the judgment of the PV current to prevent the PV current from being too small, because
the smaller the PV current, the closer the PV operating point to the PV open circuit point.
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When the PV operating point is too close to the PV open circuit point, there is a risk of PV
power oscillating.

α = k1(udc − udc,re f ) + k2(Ppv − PVSG) (8)

The advantage of this strategy is that the PV can be accurately controlled to operate
on the right-hand side of the MPP, which can prevent the PV voltage from approaching the
PV’s open circuit voltage. However, this strategy still has the problem of slow dynamic
response. As shown in Figure 5a, although Strategy 2 considers the deviation of power,
Strategies 1 and 2 still do not consider the rate of the inverter’s DC voltage. The strategy
only considers the DC voltage deviation and does not consider the rate of change in the
DC voltage; therefore, the DC voltage cannot be controlled quickly and accurately.

Figure 5. The basic principles of different methods for stabilizing DC voltage. (a) Only the DC
voltage deviation is considered. (b) The deviation of DC voltage and the rate of DC voltage are
considered.

Strategy 3: This strategy is based on an improvement of Strategy 2. The rate of change
in the DC voltage is added to the judgment condition, which is shown in Equation (9). In
Equation (9), ∆udc is the deviation between the inverter’s DC voltage and the reference
voltage. Equation (9) corresponds to the blue area in Figure 5b above the straight line.
When Equation (9) is less than 0, the corresponding area is the red area below the line in
Figure 5b. The slope of the dividing line of the two regions in Figure 5b is −k3.

k3∆udc +
d∆udc

dt
> 0 (9)

When Equation (9) is satisfied, the photovoltaic power should be increased. According
to the characteristics of the curve to the right of MPP, reducing the PV power requires
increasing the PV voltage. When Equation (9) is not satisfied, the MPPT strategy is executed.
According to the current operating point, the ∆Ppv/∆Upv information is used to choose to
increase or decrease the PV voltage. In addition, the improved variable step-size calculation
method is as shown in Equation (10). This variable step strategy not only considers the DC
voltage information, but also considers the deviation between the VSG output power and
the PV power. In the off-grid state, the output power of the voltage-frequency controlled
VSG is affected by the local load. Therefore, when the PV power is much greater than
the output power of the VSG, it is necessary to quickly change the PV operating point to
ensure the power balance between the DC side and the AC side of the inverter.

ustep = β1

∣∣∣∣k∆udc +
d∆udc

dt

∣∣∣∣+ β2S(k)
∣∣Ppv − PVSG

∣∣ (10)

where β1 and β2 are acceleration factors corresponding to different items, and S(k) is a
switching function. When the PV power is much larger than the local load power (i.e.,
the VSG output power Pvsg), a larger tracking step-size is needed to make the deviation
between Ppv and Pvsg reduce quickly. Thus, as shown in Figure 4c, S(k) is equal to 1 only
when the deviation between the PV power and the VSG power is greater than Thr2, and
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PV is operating on the right-hand side of MPP. Otherwise, S(k) is equal to zero. When PV
is operating on the right-hand side of MPP, the calculation method of S(k) is as shown in
Equation (11).

S(k) =
{

1, Ppv − PVSG ≥ Thr2
0, Ppv − PVSG < Thr2

(11)

The advantage of this strategy is that it cannot only avoid the issue of the PV voltage
being close to the open circuit voltage, but it also quickly stabilizes the DC voltage. Its
dynamic response speed is greatly improved compared with those of Strategies 1 and 2.

It is worth mentioning that this strategy is proposed for boost circuits. Due to the
presence of DC capacitors, the inverter and the PV circuit are decoupled. There is no
correlation between the PV strategy and the inverter control strategy. Therefore, this PV
strategy is not only applicable to the condition examined in this study.

4.2. Insufficient Irradiance Condition

When the PV power is insufficient, the system cannot provide enough energy. At this
time, it can aim to maintain the load without electricity, and wait for input from the energy
storage to provide energy support for the load. Then, the system will not de-load, and the
power voltage can be quickly restored after the energy storage is put into operation, which
can effectively improve the reliability of the system’s power supply.

Considering that the load power of the system is related to the voltage when the
system is running off the grid (even the power of a resistive load usually depends on
the voltage across the load), in the off-grid operating condition, the output power of the
VSG can be adjusted by reducing the output voltage to achieve a good match between
the output power and the load power. In this study, a ∆U component was added on the
voltage loop, which is proportional to the DC voltage deviation, and its control structure
is shown in Figure 6. This voltage component ∆U is 0 when the system is connected to
the grid, and only exists when the system is running off the grid. In Figure 6, kdc,u is the
proportionality coefficient between ∆U and the DC voltage deviation where the voltage
dead zone is consistent with the voltage dead zone Udz in Equation (4), and the value is
20 V.

Figure 6. Calculation method of the ∆U component.

5. The Parameters of the Simulation Model

We used Simulink to build the model shown in Figure 1 to verify the strategy proposed
in this study. The rated active power of the local load in this system is 10 kW and the
reactive power is 2 kVar. The maximum charging power of the energy storage battery is
10 kW, and the discharging power is 15 kW. The possible maximum power of the PV panel
is 15 kW; therefore, the maximum active power output by the inverter is 30 kW, and the
maximum active power that can be absorbed is 10 kW. In this study, the normal operating
range of DC voltage was selected as 700–900 V. Therefore, according to the power and DC
voltage range, the calculated value of kdc,f should be 0.025. The detailed parameters of
the PV-BES system are shown in Table 1, and the parameters of the proposed strategy are
shown in Table 2.
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Table 1. Parameters of the PV-BES system.

Parameter Value

Possible PV maximum power 15 kW
Maximum charging power of energy storage system 10 kW
Maximum discharge power of energy storage system 15 kW

Grid voltage 6.6 kV
Inverter AC voltage 250 V

P&O algorithm tracking frequency 200 Hz
Rated DC-bus voltage (Udc,N) 780 V

Table 2. Parameters of the proposed strategy.

Classification Parameter Value

VSG parameters

The droop coefficient of frequency-active
power (kf)

10,000

The droop coefficient of voltage-reactive
power (ku) 66.67

VSG inertia and damping (J, D) 0.1, 5

Grid-connected strategy
parameters

DC-bus voltage dead-zone for secondary
frequency adjustment (Udz) 20 V

The proportionality coefficient for secondary
frequency adjustment (kdc,f)

0.025

Off-grid strategy
parameters

The proportionality coefficient between voltage
component ∆U and DC voltage deviation (kdc,u) 0.6

Control strategy 1 PI controller parameters: kp, ki 0.025, 8
Control strategy 2:Thr1 2

Control strategy 2: k1, k2 0.02, 0.0005
Control strategy 3:Thr1, Thr2 2, 500
Control strategy 3: k3, β1, β2 3, 0.0025, 0.003

6. The Analysis of the Simulation

To verify the accuracy of the strategy in this study, simulation was used to validate
the on-grid and off-grid processes of the system. For different processes, the load or power
demand changes, PV maximum power changes, and other working conditions were set
separately. The analysis of the simulation is as follows.

6.1. Verification of Grid-Connected Control Strategy

The purpose of grid connection is mainly to deliver PV power to the grid or charge
energy storage batteries. Two working conditions were set to verify the grid-connection
strategy.

Condition 1: The temperature of the PV irradiance does not change, which means
the maximum power of the PV does not change. At 1 s, the system was connected to the
grid, and then the energy storage battery exited operation. At 0–2 s, the local load active
power and reactive power of the system were 5 kW and 1 kVar, respectively. At 2 s, the
local load added the power of 5 kW and 1 kVar, respectively; therefore, the local load at
2–3 s was 10 kW and 2 kVar. The simulation results under this condition are shown in
Figure 7. Figure 7a shows the changes in the output power of PV and ESS (i.e., energy
storage batteries), where the power of the energy storage is set to discharge as positive and
charge as negative. Figure 7b shows the change in the inverter’s DC voltage and ∆f in the
secondary frequency adjustment. Figure 7c shows the active power output by the VSG
and the active power transmitted between the system and the grid. Figure 7d shows the
reactive power output by the VSG and the reactive power transmitted between the system
and the grid.
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Figure 7. The change process of power, DC voltage, and ∆f under condition 1. (a) The output power of PV and ESS. (b) The
inverter’s DC voltage and ∆f in the secondary frequency adjustment. (c) The active power output by the VSG and the active
power transmitted between the system and the grid. (d) The reactive power output by the VSG and the reactive power
transmitted between the system and the grid.

It can be seen from Figure 7a that the PV power under this condition was 13.2 kW.
The ESS absorbed about 8.2 kW of power in the first 1 s, and the power of the ESS was
adjusted to 0 after the connection of the grid. The ESS absorbed about 8.2 kW of power
in the first 1 s, and the output power of the ESS became 0 after the system was connected
to the grid. When the system was connected to the grid, the exit of the ESS caused the
inverter input power to be greater than the output power. Therefore, the DC voltage of
the inverter continued to rise. It can be seen from Figure 7b that when the DC voltage
exceeded the voltage dead zone (i.e., 800 V) at about 1.06 s, ∆f started to change with the
voltage. Finally, when the DC voltage reached 832.8 V and ∆f reached 0.82, the system
became stable, and the power of the AC and DC sides of the inverter were balanced. It can
be seen from Figure 7c that the output power of the inverter after grid connection was the
PV power; therefore, the output power of the VSG was almost unchanged. At 1–2 s, the
local load was 5 kW and 1 kVar; therefore, the power delivered by the system to the grid
was about 8 kW after the voltage stabilized. At 2–3 s, the local load was 10 kW and 2 kVar;
therefore, the output power of the system to the grid changed from 8 to 3 kW. The goal
of the reactive power control strategy in this study was to minimize the reactive power
exchange between the grid and the system. Therefore, it can be seen from Figure 7d that
when the local reactive load changed, the reactive power of the VSG changed from 1 to
2 kVar. The reactive power output from the system to the grid was 0.

Condition 2: The local load stayed the same, and the active power and reactive power
were 5 kW and 1 kVar, respectively. At 1 s, the system was connected to the grid, and then
the ESS was charged with maximum power after grid connection. At 2–4 s, the irradiance
gradually changed from 800 to 100 W/m2. The simulation results under this condition
are shown in Figure 8. Figure 8a shows the changes in the output power of PV and ESS.
Figure 8b shows the change in the inverter’s DC voltage and ∆f in the secondary frequency
adjustment. Figure 8c shows the active power output by the VSG and the active power
transmitted between the system and the grid. Figure 8d shows the reactive power output
by the VSG and the reactive power transmitted between the system and the grid.
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Figure 8. The change process of power, DC voltage, and ∆f under condition 2. (a) The output power of PV and ESS. (b) The
inverter’s DC voltage and ∆f in the secondary frequency adjustment. (c) The active power output by the VSG and the active
power transmitted between the system and the grid. (d) The reactive power output by the VSG and the reactive power
transmitted between the system and the grid.

It can be seen from Figure 8a that the initial PV output under condition 2 was about
8.16 kW. The PV power decreased gradually between 2 and 4 s, and the PV power decreased
to about 0.92 kW at 4 s. The power of the ESS in the first 1 s was about −3.24 kW, and the
ESS was charged with power of 10 kW after the system was connected to the grid. When
connected to the grid, the ESS was charged with maximum power, causing the inverter
input power to be less than the output power. Therefore, the DC voltage of the inverter
continued to drop.

It can be seen from Figure 8b that when the DC voltage exceeded the voltage dead
zone (i.e., 760 V) at about 1.06 s, ∆f started to change with the voltage. At about 1.2 s, the
DC voltage reached 732.5 V and ∆f reached −0.69. At this time, the inverter’s power of
the AC and DC sides was balanced. After 4 s, the irradiance reached 100 W/m2, and the
photovoltaic output power no longer dropped. Then, the DC voltage reached 703.4 V and
∆f reached−1.415. The AC and DC side power of the inverter reached a new balance point.
It can be seen from Figure 8c,d that the local load was 5 kW and 1 kVar between 0 and 7 s.
Therefore, the power output from the system to the grid was 5 kW lower than the output
power of the VSG. The voltage was stable at about 1.2 s; at this time, the power transmitted
by the system to the grid was about −6.9 kW. The irradiance no longer changed after 4 s,
and the final power transmitted by the system to the grid was about −14.1 kW.

6.2. Verification of Off-Grid Control Strategy

When an unexpected off-grid condition occurs or the energy storage system fails
to operate normally when off-grid, the PV-BES may not be able to guarantee the power
supply quality of the load. At this point, the main purpose of PV-BES should be to try to
ensure that the local load is continuously powered. By waiting until the system has enough
energy to supply power to the local load, the system can quickly restore power to the load.
According to whether the irradiance is sufficient, two working conditions were set to verify
the off-grid control strategy.

Condition with sufficient irradiance: Under this condition, the active power and
reactive power of the local load were 5 kW and 1 kVar, respectively. At 1 s, the system was
disconnected from the power grid, and the system changed from the grid-connected state
to the off-grid operation state. The irradiance in the 0–5 s period was 1000 W/m2, and the
photovoltaic output under this irradiance was about 10.2 kW. During this period, energy
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storage was in a non-working or unavailable state. Figure 9 shows the response process
of the output power and DC voltage of the system under the control of three different
strategies. Figure 9a,d shows the response processes of PV power and inverter DC voltage
under the control of Strategy 1. Similarly, Figure 9b,e shows the response process of the
system under the control of Strategy 2, and Figure 9c,f shows the response process of the
system under the control of Strategy 3. Figure 9g shows the changes in the active power
and reactive power output by the VSG under this working condition. Figure 9h shows the
changes in active power and reactive power transmitted by the system to the grid.

Figure 9. Changes in system voltage and power under the proposed strategy when the irradiance
is sufficient. (a) The change process of PV power under the control of Strategy 1. (b) The change
process of PV power under the control of Strategy 2. (c) The change process of PV power under the
control of Strategy 3. (d) The change process of DC voltage under the control of Strategy 1. (e) The
change process of DC voltage under the control of Strategy 2. (f) The change process of DC voltage
under the control of Strategy 3. (g) The changes in VSG output power. (h) The changes in active
power and reactive power transmitted by the system to the grid.

Because the power of the energy storage was 0 under this condition, the power output
from the system to the grid after grid connection was PV power (i.e., 10.2 kW). When the
grid was disconnected from the system, the output power of the VSG became the local
load power (i.e., 5 kW). At this time, the output power of PV was still 10.2 kW; therefore
the DC voltage of the inverter rose rapidly. Comparing the response process of the system
under the control of the three strategies, it can be seen that the dynamic response process
of the system under the control of Strategy 3, taking into account the DC voltage change
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rate, is the best. It can be seen from Figure 9a that Strategy 1 does not consider the PV P-V
characteristics; therefore, when the PV voltage was close to the open circuit voltage, the
PV power oscillated. In comparison, Strategies 2 and 3, which take PV characteristics into
account, avoid this problem during the system response process. Comparing Figure 9d–f,
it can be seen that the DC voltage under the control of the three strategies rose to different
degrees. For example, the magnitude of the difference between the DC voltage immediately
before the system is disconnected from the grid and the maximum DC voltage after the
disconnection reflects the response speed of the strategy. The DC voltage under the control
of Strategy 1 increased by 9.55 V, the DC voltage under the control of Strategy 2 increased
by 17.95 V, and the DC voltage under the control of Strategy 3 only exceeded 4.95 V. The
result shows that the effect of Strategy 3 is the best among the three strategies; not only is
the response speed fast, but the time required to stabilize the DC voltage is short.

Insufficient irradiance condition: Under this condition, the active power and reactive
power of the local load were 10 kW and 2 kVar, respectively. At 1 s, the system was
disconnected from the power grid, and the system changed from the grid-connected state
to the off-grid operation state. The irradiance in the 0–5 s period was 600 W/m2, and the PV
output under this irradiance was about 6.1 kW. During this period, energy storage had been
in a non-working or unavailable state. To prove the effectiveness of the proposed strategy,
a simulation was carried out both under the proposed strategy control and without the
strategy control. The simulation results of this condition under the control of the proposed
strategy are shown in Figure 10. The simulation results of this condition without the
control strategy are shown in Figure 11. Figures 10a and 11a show the active and reactive
power output by the VSG. Figures 10b and 11b show the active and reactive power flowing
between the system and the grid. Figures 10c and 11c show the changes in the DC voltage
of the inverter. Figures 10d and 11d show the change in the voltage on the AC side of the
VSG. The voltage uses the per unit value and its base line value is 380 V.

It can be seen from Figure 10 that the system finally reached a stable state under the
control of the proposed strategy. When the system was stable, the DC voltage remained at
682.3 V. It can be seen from Figure 10a,d that the load power was affected by the AC voltage
amplitude, which changed with the voltage amplitude. When the AC voltage dropped to
about 0.776, the load power was consistent with the PV power, and the DC voltage also
reached a stable value.

Figure 10. Changes in system voltage and power under the proposed strategy when the irradiance is insufficient. (a) The
active and reactive power output by the VSG. (b) The active and reactive power transmitted between the system and the
grid. (c) The inverter’s DC voltage. (d) The per unit voltage on the AC side of the VSG.
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Figure 11. Changes in system voltage and power without control strategy when the irradiance is insufficient. (a) The active
and reactive power output by the VSG. (b) The active and reactive power transmitted between the system and the grid.
(c) The inverter’s DC voltage. (d) The per unit voltage on the AC side of the VSG.

Figure 11 shows the simulation results of the model without the proposed control
strategy. The inverter DC voltage was finally reduced to around 330 V, which was lower
than the minimum voltage required for the inverter to operate normally. Therefore, the
AC voltage and output power of the inverter oscillated at 2.6 s. Comparing the simulation
results of Figures 10 and 11, it can be seen that the control strategy proposed in this paper
is able to stabilize the DC voltage when the irradiance is insufficient, and improve the
reliability of the system.

7. Conclusions

Based on the VF source-type VSG control strategy, this study proposed a united
control strategy to address PV-BES off-grid and grid-connected issues. According to the
characteristics of the VF source, the grid-connected control strategy realizes the change
in the output power through the secondary adjustment of the frequency. In this control
strategy, the system can avoid switching the control mode when grid-connected and off-
grid. In addition, the strategy takes into account the power generation characteristics of
PV. When grid-connected, the strategy can change the power delivered by the VSG to
the grid according to the PV power and the ESS power. In the off-grid state, when the
energy storage system is unable to work normally, the proposed strategy can solve the
problem of excessively high or low DC voltage. Finally, a PV-BES model was built using
MATLAB-Simulink and the proposed strategy was verified. The simulation results showed
that the grid-connected control strategy can deliver PV power to the grid, or absorb energy
from the grid to charge the energy storage system, without switching the control mode. In
addition, the results also showed that when the ESS fails to work normally, the off-grid
control strategy can quickly achieve the power balance between the DC power and AC
power of the inverter to stabilize the inverter’s DC voltage.
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